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LETTER FROM THE 
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR

Having Fun 
with Hail
Hey there everyone! I want to 
thank everyone for coming to 
all of the awesome activities 
we have done. The lemon 
volcanoes and water testing 
was awesome, and even 
though they didn’t turn out, our 
button bowls were fun to make! 
Coming up this month we are 
going to head to Riverton on 
August 16th to test our luck! 
The specialty store for this 
month is The Dollar Tree! Make 
sure you join us for bingo to 
win some Dollar Store money! 
Another huge thank you to Milt 
Clark for entertaining us last 
month. You are so very talented! 
Watch the weekly activities 
calendar for more fun things 
we are going to do! 

Hail Russell, Activities Director

Hey everyone! Wow I am so glad to be home! I cannot tell 

you all how much I love you and missed you! Garden Square 

is truly the greatest place to be! I did enjoy getting to help 

make another community fun and loving like ours though.

I had a blast playing the slots at the Beacon Club! 

Congratulations Rosey P. on your big win, I hope  

we can bring some of that luck with us to Riverton!

I want to thank Mercedes, Hail, Debbie, Faith, and  

Chuck for holding down the fort while I was gone! It 

makes being gone a lot easier when you know you have 

people that you can count on. What a great team, and  

a great place to work!

Have a wonderful month! 

Jill Tucker 
      Administrator



1. Tomatoes came  
from America and  
weren’t introduced in  
Italy until the 1540s.

2. A sloth takes 2 weeks to 
digest the food he’s eaten.

3. In the USA, there are  
more Chinese restaurants 
than all the McDonald’s, 
KFCs, Burger Kings and 
Wendy’s put together.

4. 25% of all bottled water  
(in the US at least) comes 
from the city tap

5. The name Australia 
contains three A’s  
and each of them is  
pronounced differently

6. An apple in the morning 
will keep you more awake 
than a cup of coffee.

7. Dogs are the only animals 
who run to their owners 
when they get scared, other 
domesticated animals 
simply run away.

8. Every year, Americans 
create around 1/5 of  
the world’s trash

9. The average person  
spends only 10 minutes  
a day speaking. 

10. The hashtag (or pound 
symbol ‘#’) is really called 
an “octothorpe”.

Just a few fun facts and 
conversation starters!  
Have a wonderful month! 

MERCEDES ORTEGA,  
Assistant Administrator

10 RANDOM 
FACTS WITH 
MERCEDES

This coupon is good for ONE  
     FREE MEAL at Garden Square!

Please  
present  
coupon  
at time  

of meal.



Life Full of Joy,  
Independence, & Wellness

Live entertainment.

These lucky residents made it out big during Bingo!

Some residents get together for Yahtzee! Another Yahtzee! game!

Dancing to the live music!



Audrey’s Antics
Each day, Audrey shares these 
jokes, or words of wisdom with 
us, and we thought you all 
might enjoy them to!

Q: “Why can’t you borrow  
 money from a Leprechaun?”

A: “Because they are  
 always a little short!”

Q: “What do lawyers  
 wear to court?”

A: “ Law Suits!”

Q: “What did the baby corn  
 say to the Mama Corn?”

A: “Where’s Pop Corn?”

Q: “What is the most  
 musical bone?”

A: “The Trombone!”

Q: “What is the longest  
 word in the dictionary?”

A: “Smiles! Because there is  
 a mile between each S!”

Thank you for brightening  
our days with this Audrey!  
We love you!

More Highlights From Our  
Lives Full of Joy, Independence, & Wellness

The fruits of our hard work!

Socializing while crafting is inevitable!

We love crafting together!

Taking a short break from crafting.

This resident gets his hands dirty!
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AUGUST – WORD SEARCH
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